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Letters from the chairs
Hello Delegates!
Welcome to HMUNC!
My name is Maria and I am a junior! It is my 2nd time taking Model UN and I have attended 3
conferences. Model UN has been a really fun experience and has taught me a lot about the world
around us (and helped me on MANY social studies tests). Outside of Model UN, I do Mock Trial, am
in orchestras, read and watch Netflix when I can (currently trying to finish The Walking Dead, btw).
The chairs have worked hard at trying to make this a fun experience in a weird year, so we hope you
will all enjoy our simulation of the NYC Council this year!

My name is Shruti and I am one of your chairs for the NYC Council committee! I am a junior and this
is my third year participating in Model UN. I have participated in 4 conferences and this is my second
time chairing. Model UN has helped me learn about other countries, build public speaking and debate
skills, and make so many new friends! Some things about me: my favorite subjects in school are World
History and English, I love reading fantasy novels, I play tennis, and I love watching the show New Girl
(I will never stop recommending this) and early 2000s rom coms. It has been so much fun being a part
of this committee, and I am so excited to see everyone’s ideas!

How to use this guide
Hi everybody! This is our background guide for the committee we will hold that will simulate
the NYC Council and some invited guests. We’ve done a lot of research on the topics and it is all in this
document. We aim to give you a head start for your research for your position paper (which we’ll help
you through on the next page, don't worry). This background will help you understand the basics of
each topic, in other words, the problem. After this, it’s important that you come up with actions in
response to each topic your character would agree with.
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The first topic is housing affordability, which includes the rise in housing prices and the lack
of publicly owned housing for all who need it. The second is Amazon in NYC, the problem its
presence creates, and the problems it resolves. There are a lot of issues to debate on each topic. You
must come with answers to the questions to consider, and that will be the focus of your position paper
which will prepare you to find allies to collaborate with during debate. After reading this background
guide, do some research, then start writing your position paper. This paper must include a brief
overview of the topics, what your position has done in regards to the issue, and how you want to fix it.
Flow of Debate

Our debate starts the day after Amazon HQ2 in NYC was publicized. This means that the
debate will start November 19, 2018.1 After debate closes on topics concerning Amazon, it will re-open
in the present day.

How to write a position paper
Delegates are required to write at least ONE position paper that addresses one topic to attend
HMUNC. Position papers should be no more than one page and must be written in Times New
Roman, font size 12, and with standard margins. Position papers should follow the format below:
Paragraph 1: Who are you? Introduce your character. Who are you? How did you become a
city council member? What are the biggest concerns of the people who elected you? Make sure this
paragraph is not your own opinion, but your character's opening. Look at the position description at
the end of the background guide to help you.
Paragraph 2: What is the current situation? What has your character done to address the
specific issues related to this topic? What has already been done by the City Council that you approve
of? What areas need to be addressed? Show us your character's actions!
1

Plitt, Amy. “Amazon HQ2 and NYC: A Timeline of the Botched Deal.” Curbed NY, Curbed NY, 18 Feb. 2019,
ny.curbed.com/2019/2/18/18226681/amazon-hq2-new-york-city-timeline.
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Paragraph 3: What should be done? Come up with creative actions your character will take
to address the topic. What does your character want to do?. Get specific about how these plans will be
carried out. At the bottom of each topic, we have added questions to consider to help you find creative
and thoughtful ideas.

All position papers are due May 26th and must be
e-mailed to:nyc.hmunc16@gmail.com
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What is the NYC Council?
The New York City (NYC) Council is part of New York City’s government. The council
relates to the mayor the same way Congress relates to the president. This
means that the NYC Council is a legislative body that makes laws that affect
all New Yorkers, while the mayor of New York City is the executive and
approves or vetoes those laws. The NYC Council focuses on all areas in the
five boroughs of NYC (Queens, Manhattan, Brooklyn, The Bronx, and
Staten Island), but some specific
examples are infrastructure, public
transportation, housing, homelessness, and city businesses. In
addition, the council checks up on city-led and city-serving
organizations, such as the NYPD.2 They also discuss the
distribution of infrastructure in the city and decide on the
budget. There are 52 elected members in the council, one from
each of the districts in NYC.3 This council meets at New York City Hall in Manhattan.

Who are the members of the City Council?
The 52 council members include 3 from Staten Island,
13 from Queens, 10 representing Manhattan, 16
representing Brooklyn and 6 from The Bronx.4 There
are 3 leadership positions: The speaker, Corey Johnson
(3rd district), the majority leader, Democrat Laurie
Cumbo (35th district), and the minority leader,
2

"What we do." New York City Council, council.nyc.gov/about/.
"Council Members & Districts." New York City Council, council.nyc.gov/districts/.
4
Ibid.
3
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Republican Steven Matteo (50th district).5The council has 3 Republicans, 45 democrats, and 4
unregistered with either party. Council members are voted into the council by their constituents, the
residents of the 5 New York City Boroughs.
How does the NYC Council operate?
The council is divided into committees to discuss specific issues, like finance and criminal
justice. The council members also form caucuses to represent certain groups (Latinos, LGBTQ+, etc.).
6

To pass laws, the council must have a majority vote. Then it is sent to the mayor for approval, who can

veto or let the law pass. If he vetoes, the council has to reconsider the bill and take another vote.
Two-thirds of the votes are needed to over-rule the Mayor’s veto. 7

What has the NYC Council done?
The NYC Council recently created a website for New Yorkers to sign up for the COVID-19
vaccine. In the past, they created Paid Sick leave for New Yorkers. They also made IDNYC, providing
New Yorkers with an official form of identification that is available to undocumented NewYorkers.8
This card provides benefits from discounts and allows people to access services that require a photo ID,
like employment and the NYPD as well as public library
resources 9.

There is currently a law “on the mayor’s desk” (meaning it
is pending his approval) to change the expiration date on
housing aid to businesses affected by the pandemic.10 In

5

"What we do." New York City Council, council.nyc.gov/about/.
Ibid.
7
"Legislation." New York City Council, council.nyc.gov/legislation/.
8
Ibid.
9
IDNYC. City of New York, www1.nyc.gov/site/idnyc/index.page.
10
"Legislative Research Center." New York City Council,
legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4835164&GUID=3320048A-1984-4A1D-9EB5-71A095F81F17&Options=ID%7C
Text%7C&Search=covid.
6

8

late 2020, the committee on Public housing created legislation to provide information for those in
public housing on how to get assistance with mold in their apartments. Pamphlets on this issue will be
given to all NYCHA tenants. The mayor is to choose which government agency creates and distributes
the pamphlets. This was put into the city charter on January 10th, 2021.11

11

"Legislative Research Center." New York City Council,
legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4344555&GUID=3844514B-5F5D-403D-A7EE-25423CBB0445&Options=&Sear
ch=.
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Topic 1: Affordable Housing in NYC
What is affordable housing?
Affordable housing has rents that are lower than the current real
estate market. These are set aside for people who cannot afford to live at
the regular cost of the rent. There are two different types of affordable
housing: privately owned and publicly owned.
Privately owned affordable housing is usually rent-stabilized.
The landlord who rents out the rent-stabilized units in his building can
only increase the rents based on a set percentage determined by the city
annually. In 2019, it was set at 1.5% for a 1-year lease and 2.5% for a 2-year lease. Increases were frozen
during the pandemic.12 Most rent-stabilized apartments were built before the 1970s, but now exist for
landlords to claim tax breaks. There are approximately one million rent-stabilized apartments in
NYC.1314
Publicly owned affordable housing in New York is commonly referred to as “projects” but
formally known as NYCHA developments. These apartments are owned and overseen by the New
York City Housing Authority (a city agency). These buildings provide housing for those who have
“low to moderate income.” Therefore, the rent in these apartments is much lower than the general
NYC market. There are currently 302 NYCHA buildings in NYC.15

12

"Rent Increases." The Official Website of the City of New York, The City of New York, portal.311.nyc.gov/article/
?kanumber=KA-03296#:~:text=Rent%20increase%20percentages%20for%20rent,2%2Dyear%20lease%3A%202.5%25.
13
Nonko, Emily. "New York apartment guide: rent control vs. rent stabilization."Curbed New York, 3 Jan. 2020,
ny.curbed.com/2017/8/28/16214506/ nyc-apartments-housing-rent-control.
14
Yglesias, Matthew. "Everything you need to know about the affordable housing debate." Vox, 11 May 2015,
www.vox.com/2014/4/10/18076868/ affordable-housing-explained.
15
Goldberg, Noah. "At NYCHA's most dangerous development, tenants wonder: Is the city doing enough?" Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 31
May 2019, brooklyneagle.com/ articles/2019/05/31/at-nychas-most-dangerous-development-tenants-wonder-is-the-city-doing-enough/.
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Who lives in affordable housing?
NYCHA developments have large communities of historically underrepresented groups.
Specifically, the NYCHA developments are made up of:16

Race/Ethnicity

Percentage

Black

46%

Hispanic

44%

White

4%

Asian

5%

Don’t identify with any of those four groups

1%

In rent-stabilized apartments, there is a less significant, but still similar demographic of
marginalized peoples. The race breakdown for rent-stabilized apartments is:17

Race

Percentage

White, non-Hispanic

24%

Black,non-Hispanic

22%

Hispanic:

42%

Asian, non-Hispanic:

11%

Other, non-Hispanic:

1%

16

"SPECIAL TABULATION OF RESIDENT CHARACTERISTICS." NYC, The City of New York,
www1.nyc.gov/assets/nycha/downloads/pdf/Resident-Data-Summaries.pdf.
17
"Sociodemographics of Rent Stabilized Tenants." NYC.gov, The City of New York,
www1.nyc.gov/assets/hpd/downloads/pdfs/services/rent-regulation-memo-1.pdf.
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The danger in NYCHA developments
Living in affordable housing in NYC is dangerous. Crime is rampant, and because of this
people fear for their lives. Murders are not uncommon, exemplified by the violent murders of four
people at the end of 2018 in NYCHA’s Bushwick houses. However, there have been minimal upgrades
to NYCHA security. In NYCHA developments, there is a lack of surveillance systems and 24/7 police
activity. NYCHA plans to put $17 million into security lighting, but tenants have argued that cameras
and security personnel would make them feel safer.18
Hazards in NYCHA developments
Living in NYCHA developments is also hazardous for
tenants. Because of lead paint, many children have
suffered from health problems like brain damage.
NYCHA itself reported that there are 9,000 apartments
with children at risk of exposure. Money has been
allocated to fix the issue, but no concrete solutions have
been proposed to remove the lead from the NYCHA developments.19
Inaction towards tenant complaints
NYCHA tenants can call a hotline if they have unit issues, but reported issues are rarely fixed.
Claresa Ward of Red Hook Houses lived half a year without a stove because a gas line was broken and
never repaired. She is the plaintiff in a class action lawsuit against NYCHA. Among the many
complaints collected for the lawsuit are rat infestations and broken elevators ignored by the NYCHA.
Many residents have to suffer through New York winters without heat because their heat sources
constantly break down. In winter of 2018, 320,000 tenants lacked heat.20

18

Goldberg, Noah. "At NYCHA's most dangerous development, tenants wonder: Is the city doing enough?" Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 31
May 2019, brooklyneagle.com/ articles/2019/05/31/at-nychas-most-dangerous-development-tenants-wonder-is-the-city-doing-enough/.
19
Smith, Greg B. "NYCHA'S Lead Paint Crisis Explodes as Known Number of Apartments Where Kids Risk Exposure Triples." The
City, 22 Oct. 2020, www.thecity.nyc/ housing/2020/10/22/21528781/nycha-lead-paint-more-apartments-identified.
20
Hicks, Nolan. "NYCHA tenants file new lawsuit over dangerous living conditions." The New York Post, 26 Feb. 2020,
nypost.com/2020/02/26/ nycha-tenants-file-new-lawsuit-over-dangerous-living-conditions/.
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Gentrification makes the housing crisis worse, pulling up pieces for the New Yorkers who
cannot afford it.

What is gentrification?
Gentrification starts with real estate developers buying land or available buildings in
low-income city areas with marginalized communities, and either renovating apartments or building
them to rent and sell at market rates. Existing residents may be “strongly encouraged” or forced out of
their existing housing to make way for these developments. They are then forced out of their
neighborhoods as they cannot afford to pay
market rents to remain. As a result, wealthier
people move in and the neighborhood starts to
change. An example of this would be changing
a Dominican cultural food shop to a cafe. This process is called gentrification and leads to the
displacement of the people who have been living there as well as a breakdown of community identity. 21
Williamsburg, Brooklyn switched from working-class immigrants to artists in the late 20th
century. Artists came for cheaper rent, then “hipster” locations started popping up for their bands and
landlords started to make rents higher. New developments were also approved on the basis that they
would include “affordable housing.” But in reality, new apartments attracted wealthier residents and
drove up rents even more. This displaced people that were there originally and made way for a
completely different population. The gentrification that occurred here also demolished the community
of immigrants that had been there originally. 22

21

Yglesias, Matthew. "Everything you need to know about the affordable housing debate." Vox, 11 May 2015,
www.vox.com/2014/4/10/18076868/ affordable-housing-explained
22
Mullen, Jack. "Urban Reshuffling: Gentrification in Williamsburg, New York."Department of Geography, Trinity College Dublin,
planetgeogblog.wordpress.com/2019/03/26/urban-reshuffling-gentrification-in-williamsburg-new-york/.
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Is this still happening?
Arguably, yes. Currently, in Inwood, a neighborhood in Manhattan made up of many
Dominicans, real estate developers have been given the go-ahead to start building apartments.23
Clearance was baked on the setting aside of some apartments for rent control. These developments will
include market-rate apartments and rents over all will
be driven up making it hard for the people of the
community to afford to stay. The amount of
rent-stabilized apartments is significantly less than the
non-rent controlled ones. This will lead to an influx of
people who will likely repeat what happened to
Williamsburg and drive out the original communities
in the neighborhood to install their hipster coffee shops. The original Inwood community is so
alarmed that they have been visiting their NYC Council representative to protest his vote in favor of
the developments. 24

What is the affordable housing crisis?
The affordable housing crisis involves people on low and middle class incomes in New York
City not having enough affordable housing to meet their needs. The result is many people living in
homeless shelters or having to pay such a large part of their income to rent that they have barely enough
for basic necessities. 25

23

Cruz, David. "Inwood's Controversial Rezoning Can Move Forward, NY's Top Court Rules." Gothamist, 23 Nov. 2020,
gothamist.com/news/inwoods-controversial-rezoning-can-move-forward-nys-top-court-rules.
24
Mays, Jeffery C. "City Council Approves Inwood Rezoning, Despite Resident Protests." New York Times, 8 Aug. 2018,
www.nytimes.com/2018/08/08/nyregion/inwood-rezoning-manhattan-affordable-housing.html.
25
"Problem." NYC Housing, City of New York, www1.nyc.gov/site/housing/problem/problem.page.
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Why is it happening?
Reason 1
While rent prices have shot up, incomes have not gone up in proportion to rent prices. This means that
incomes are still the same as they were two decades ago, only adjusting to inflation. On the other hand,
rent prices have come up by more than a third in the same amount of time. 26
Reason 2
There are many people coming to live in the city, specifically those looking to stay in affordable
housing, but there are not enough apartments for those who need them. Real estate developers have
not prioritized building housing that meets the guidelines for people who have incomes that require
publicly controlled housing and instead built luxury buildings instead. 27How is it being resolved?
Mayor Bill De Blasio has pledged to save or make 200,000 units of affordable housing for New York.28
He has also promised to help both building owners and people who rent affordable housing units. As
of August 2020, the Mayor's office announced that 23,520 units were preserved and 6,503 new homes
were produced. Upwards of half of the units have gone to families that have an income of below
$52,000. 29
But?
72% of people who lived in affordable housing and classified as low-income paid over 30% of their
income towards rent during the time of DeBlasio’s mayorship, making them “rent-burdened.”30 In
addition, Mayor DeBlasio has done little to remedy the homelessness that comes along with the

26

Ibid.
Ibid.
28
"Mayor de Blasio to Complete Affordable Housing Plan 2 Years Ahead of Schedule, Accelerate Pace and Expand Goals." The Official
Website of the City of New York, 27 Oct. 2017, www1.nyc.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/682-17/
mayor-de-blasio-complete-affordable-housing-plan-2-years-ahead-schedule-accelerate-pace-and#/0.
29
"Mayor Announces FY20 Affordable Housing Statistics." City Land, New York Law School, 20 Aug. 2020,
www.citylandnyc.org/mayor-announces-fy20-affordable-housing-statistics/.
30
"Rental Burdens: Rethinking Affordability Measures." HUD User, www.huduser.gov/
portal/pdredge/pdr_edge_featd_article_092214.html.
27
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affordable housing crisis. Out of all the new and preserved units, only 17% served the homeless, while
the population of shelters has gone up 23% since 2014 31

Questions to consider:
● How can we make affordable housing for all who need it in NYC?
○ Groups to consider: Homeless people, BIPOC, Elderly, Young People
● What is a sustainable solution to homlessness?
● What is a sustainable solution to the public housing crisis in NYC?
○ Sustainability means that something can go on for a long time without being stopped.
● Where will funding for these programs come from?
● What can your character do specifically?
○ Are you part of a non-profit that can help? Are you rich and can donate money? Are
you a lawmaker that can pass laws?

31

"De Blasio Housing Plan Created More Affordable Units, But Left Out City's Most Vulnerable: Report." City Limits, 5
Feb.2021,citylimits.org/2021/02/05/de-blasio-housing-plan-created-more-affordable-units-but-left-out-citys-most-vulnerable-report/.
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Topic 2: Amazon in NYC
Amazon’s Presence in NYC and the HQ2 Deal
The Amazon HQ2 deal is the plan for Amazon to open a new HQ2
corporate campus in Long Island City, Queens, New York. This
headquarters will be between 4 million and 8 million square feet
near the East River waterfront, a site partially owned by the city
and Plaxall Realty.
While Amazon will gain revenue, it will also generate $27.5 billion
in state and city revenue over 25 years, which Governor Andrew Cuomo says is “the highest rate of
return for an economic incentive program the state has ever offered.”32 Mayor de Blasio also describes
the deal as an “astounding return on investment” that would create “literally an unprecedented
number of jobs.”33 While the deal is public, it is a non-binding agreement, so there is wiggle room for
protesters and local politicians to get involved.34 Those against this deal are concerned about real estate
speculation and, in turn, gentrification and displacement, as well as infrastructural, housing, and
equity challenges.
In June 2020, Amazon signed a lease agreement for a 1-million square foot warehouse, classified as a
“delivery station,” located in Maspeth, Queens, which is an advantageous location for Amazon as it is
near Manhattan, the Bronx, and Brooklyn.

32

Raskin, Sam. "Amazon's HQ2 deal with New York, explained." Curbed NY, 14 Feb. 2019, ny.curbed.com/2018/11/16/18098589/
amazon-hq2-nyc-queens-long-island-city-explained. Accessed 6 May 2021.
33
Ibid
34
Garun, Natt, and Shannon Liao. "For Queens residents, Amazon's HQ2 isn't arriving without a fight." The Verge, 20 Nov. 2018,
www.theverge.com/2018/ 11/20/18093040/ amazon-hq2-long-island-city-queens-resident-reactions-neighborhood-impact.
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Amazon’s Benefits in NYC
Job Benefits
According to de Blasio, jobs created by an Amazon
headquarters would help the “average New Yorker.” It
would also lessen NYC’s dependency on Manhattan if it
was in Queens.. The warehouse would cost $5 billion in
construction and would create a lot of construction jobs.
The deal also promised 50,000 long term high tech jobs,
according to an Amazon statement.35 with over $100,000
annual salaries.36 This would be good for the income tax revenue. Also, this income can be reinvested
into the NYC economy, by shopping, eating from NYC restaurants and in general spending money in
NYC.37
Revenue & Economic Benefits
New York State estimates that $27.5 billion would be made for the state and the city if the
Amazon headquarters was built in Queens. Amazon would have subsidies; every dollar of subsidies
will result in $9 in revenue for the state and the city. Amazon may also attract other multinational
corporations, like Dell or FedEx and increase the amount of good paying jobs further. Amazon’s value,
size and reach has shot up in the last couple of years and it will likely continue to grow and bring more
economic prosperity to NYC.38

35

Weise, Elizabeth. "Winning Amazon's second headquarters has pros and cons." USA Today, 19 Oct. 2017,
www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2017/10/19/winning-amazons-second-headquarters-has-pros-and-cons/772360001/. Accessed
29 Apr. 2021.
36
Rheude, Jake. "4 Obvious Pros and 4 Disconcerting Cons for Whatever City Wins Amazon's HQ2." Entrepreneur, 2 Apr. 2018,
www.entrepreneur.com/article/310961. Accessed 29 Apr. 2021.
37
Randall, Megan. "Battling for a bad deal? The pros and cons of Amazon's headquarters competition." Urban Institute, 19 Oct. 2017,
www.urban.org/urban-wire/battling-bad-deal-pros-and-cons-amazons-headquarters-competition. Accessed 29 Apr. 2021.
38
Ibid.
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Past Benefits to Other Cities
Seattle has benefited greatly from a deal like the one that Amazon proposed to NYC.
Employment went up, as is expected in NYC; 90,000 jobs were created and $17 billion in salaries was
generated as an indirect and direct result of Amazon’s presence.39 $38 billion in investment entered the
Seattle economy because of this deal.

Amazon’s Negative Effects in NYC
How has Amazon caused gentrification in NYC?
As previously mentioned, gentrification is
when wealthier people move into an urban area,
drawing in businesses while displacing the current
inhabitants. Large companies move into a certain area
announcing that this will lead to economic growth by creating jobs and increasing tax revenues, but
this is not always the case.40
With such large companies like Amazon, an upscale and specialized workforce moves in,
resulting in gentrification. The poorer residents are forced out and replaced by wealthier ones as
economic development and real estate prices increase.41
Amazon’s mistreatment of workers
Over the past three years, as Amazon’s workforce has
almost tripled, employees in fulfillment center
warehouses have pushed to unionize in response to
mistreatment and unsafe working conditions. Workers
39

Yuan, Karen. "Would You Want Amazon HQ2 in Your City?" The Atlantic, 16 July 2018,
www.theatlantic.com/membership/archive/2018/07/ would-you-want-amazon-hq2-in-your-city/565334/. Accessed 29 Apr. 2021.
40
Goodman, J. David, and Emma G. Fitzsimmons. "What Amazon May Mean for Queens:Gentrification and (More) Packed Trains."
The New York Times, 6 Nov. 2018, www.nytimes.com/2018/11/06/nyregion/amazon-long-island-city.html. Accessed 29 Apr. 2021.
41
Staub, Alexandra. "Amazon's move will gentrify neighborhoods. At what social cost?" Fast Company, 30 Nov. 2018,
www.fastcompany.com/90274295/is-gentrification-ever-ethical. Accessed 29 Apr. 2021.
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have shown that Amazon constantly overworks their employees, with over 60 hours a week. At
fulfillment centers “pickers” are supposed to pick up 400 items per hour, meaning 1 item every 7
seconds. In 2019, Amazon worker Rashad Long claimed that employees are overworked and pressured
with short breaks, unpaid extended hours, and disciplinary actions. He stated “We are not robots. We
are human beings… I feel like all the company cares about is getting their products out to the customers
as quickly humanly as possible, no matter what that means for us workers in the end.”42 Previous
Amazon sorter Hiba Aly explained that workers “get penalized for ‘time off task’ to use the bathroom
or drink water” during non-break times.43
Unsafe working conditions
In November 2019, 600 workers at the New
York City warehouse, JFK8, signed a petition to
management demanding longer work breaks and
protesting the high rates of injury at the facility.
Employees held a rally outside the warehouse, carrying
signs and chanting slogans. Rina Cummings has
worked three 12-hour shifts at this warehouse in Staten Island; her job is to scan and inspect 1,800
packages an hour. Cummings has experienced numerous close calls with dangerous equipment and
risky injuries. In fact, she explained how a pin sticking out of the conveyor belt once tore off one of her
work gloves, almost taking her entire hand with it.44
Other Amazon workers have come forward about knee injuries and lower-back pain, as well as
managers ignoring medical restrictions. According to the company’s injury reports to the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), the facility’s injury rate was three times the national

42

Sainato, Michael. "'We are not robots': Amazon warehouse employees push to unionize." The Guardian, 1 Jan. 2019,
www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/ jan/01/amazon-fulfillment-center-warehouse-employees-union-new-york-minnesota.
Accessed 29 Apr. 2021.
43
Fickenscher, Lisa. "Workers at Amazon's Staten Island warehouse hold rally over high injury rates." New York Post, 25 Nov. 2019,
nypost.com/2019/11/25/ workers-at-amazons-staten-island-warehouse-to-hold-rally-over-high-injury-rates/. Accessed 29 Apr. 2021.
44
Sainato, Michael. "'I'm not a robot': Amazon workers condemn unsafe, grueling conditions at warehouse." The Guardian, 5 Feb. 2020,
www.theguardian.com/ technology/2020/feb/05/ amazon-workers-protest-unsafe-grueling-conditions-warehouse.
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average for warehouses. Additionally, OSHA’s incident rate calculator reported a high 15.19 score out
of 20 in 2018 for the JFK8 warehouse. Health conditions like back sprain, joint inflammation, and
chronic pain have increasingly been reported in Amazon employees, and in 2020, amassed internal
injury records from 23 of the company’s 110 fulfillment centers nationwide were revealed.45 In
response to workers’ protests, petitions, and high injury rates, Amazon consistently denies these
allegations with statements such as “we work hard every day to ensure all of our employees are treated
fairly and with dignity and respect.”46

What does Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez have to say?
In December 2020, Representative Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez tweeted [about Amazon jobs] that "A 'job'
that leaves you homeless & on food stamps isn't a job. It's a
scam.” Ocasio-Cortez, the youngest woman ever to serve in
the United States Congress, helps represent workers and is a vocal supporter for labor rights. In her
tweet, she is reflecting the general lack of financial security for employees and the reality that workers
continue to struggle to pay their bills. She has openly shown opposition to the HQ2 deal, instead
saying NYC should invest the money in their district themselves.47 Amazon responded that
Ocasio-Cortez's comments were "false," and “violate over fifty years of economic thought, and
suspends the law of supply and demand." Amazon has stated that its warehouses and facilities create
job opportunities and they have invested over $90 billion in compensation and infrastructure.
Ocasio-Cortez also repeatedly calls into question the amount of corporate tax Amazon pays, which
could help pay for public infrastructure like schools and hospitals. In 2019, she called out Amazon for
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paying zero federal income tax with over $11 billion in profit. "Why should corporations that
contribute nothing to the pot be in a position to take billions from the public?" she tweeted at the
time.48
Amazon’s effect on truck traffic
As Amazon’s presence grows in NYC, truck traffic has also
increased. The opening of warehouses involves associates picking up
and dropping off products and a flow of trucks to and from the
facilities, especially on highways like the Staten Island Expressway. In
response, NYC’s Economic Development Corporation released an
initiative in 2018 to invest $100 million in infrastructure to relieve
truck congestion, which the city argues could cost the local economy billions of dollars while also
hurting commerce and businesses.49
Especially on the Upper East Side of Manhattan, residents complain about the routine
block-ups of up to four lanes of traffic due to grocery distributions by Amazon Fresh Direct.
According to Andrew Fine, vice president of the East 86th
Street Association, a nonprofit organization in the East
80s, these delivery distributions have become increasingly
disruptive, and neighbors are aggravated.50 Residents feel
that these deliveries cause pollution and obstruct street
access. "Rather than sorting these boxes in their
warehouse, they're using Third Avenue as their
warehouse,” Fine said. Since then, Amazon has stated that
48
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they would rotate the unloading sites to reduce the strain on any one block, but no fixes have been
made so far.51
What about the buses and the subway?
NYC is known for its packed trains and crowded subway stations rumbling with busy
commuters. Adding thousands of Amazon workers could mean even more overcrowding and worse
rush hour traffic and delays. While many Amazon workers will work in Queens, thousands travel from
Long Island or Manhattan. Andrew Litavis, who commutes from Manhattan to Long Island City, says
that “the downside is sometimes 10-minute gaps between trains at rush hour.”52 In New York City, the
subway system is already crumbling with overcrowding and delays, especially with almost 5 million
subway riders per year. Local councilman Jimmy Van
Bramer told The New York Times that "The 7 train is
overloaded… the people who work at Amazon are
going to be competing for space on that train."53 Over
25,000 Amazon employees will come to and from
Long Island City each day on the G train54 However,
improvements are in progress. The MTA is in the
process of upgrading the 7 train with modern signals to ease overcrowding and allow more trains to
run.55 As for other public transportation, like buses, overcrowding has also been an issue. In Staten
Island, Amazon workers are forced to jam onto crowded city buses to get to work. Amazon employee
Philip Ruiz has compared him and his fellow workers to “sardines in a can.” In 2019, warehouse
JFK8’s first operating year, ridership on these public city buses increased 10%. 56
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Questions to Consider
●

Do the benefits of Amazon in NYC outweigh the negatives?

● What are some sustainable solutions for Amazon causing gentrification in NYC?
● How does your position react to Amazon’s mistreatment of workers and the unsafe working
conditions?
● What are some sustainable solutions for the truck traffic and overcrowding in buses and
subway systems that Amazon’s presence has led to?
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Position Descriptions
Alan Reagan
Alan Reagan is the Vice President of Vornado Realty Trust’s New York City
Residential sector. Vornado Realty Trust handles a large portfolio of the city’s
luxury apartments. Currently, they have about 2,000 rental apartments in
NYC. Vornado realty trust developed 220 Central Park South, which contains
the most expensive apartment in NYC, also being the most expensive home ever sold in the United
States, sold for almost 240 million dollars.57 58As someone who represents the interest of Vornado
Realty trust, delegates should be aware that their position will not support rent control, to continue
selling apartments at millions of dollars and will support the bringing of amazon into the city, for
economic development.59

Bill De Blasio
Bill De Blasio is the mayor of New York City. Although he supported the
Amazon HQ2 deal when it was made, he recently went back on his
statements and called it “an abuse of corporate power.” 60De Balsio has tried
to make strides in the public housing sector of New York’s government,
creating 50,566 new affordable units and preserving almost 115,000
affordable units as of the summer of 2020.61
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Jeff Bezos
Jeff Bezos is the founder of Amazon. He represents the company which
brought the HQ2 deal to manhattan. He has interest in expanding his
headquarter base to expand the company he founded. Recently, Amazon
decided to give 2 billion dollars total to 3 cities where it has warehouses and
employees. 62

Steven Matteo
Steven Matteo is the Minority leader of the NYC Council, also representing
District 50 of Staten Island. The council minority is the Republican party,
representing conservative economic and social interests. AHe has supported
legislation which helps businesses in NYC, such as his efforts to develop the
West Shore Industrial BID. This organization helped the connection
between business, mostly small, and government. As a conservative, he
protects business interests, such as that in Amazon. He has also done lots to help community
beautification, with clean up crews also being developed by him. Amazon could bring more revenue to
the city to push efforts he heralds.63

Robin Panovka
Robin Pankova works as a partner in the real estate M and A division of the
prestigious law firm Watchtell, Lipton, Rosen and Katz. The law firm deals in
large company merging and sales, one example being Simon Property Group,
which they helped with 53 million square feet of property in legal matters. He
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worked directly in remaking the World Trade Center, a large public work, after the terrorist attacks on
the twin towers.64

Andrew Cuomo
Andrew Cuomo is the governor of the state of New York. He belongs to the
Democratic Party. He expressed excitement about the HQ2 deal when it came
about, and distressed when it left New York, describing it as a “tragedy.65” He has
helped carry out a 5 year plan that will combat homelessness that includes
affordable housing and social services.66

Don Winter
Don Winter is the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Manhattan Chamber
of Commerce, which represents the interests of businesses for the growth of the
economy at all levels. One of the goals of the chamber of commerce was to change
the commercial rent tax, which burdened the businesses owners of manhattan. 67 68

Laurie Cumbo
Laurie Cumbo is the NYC Council’s Majority Leader. The NYC Council’s
majority is the Democratic Party. She has previously fought to keep public
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housing public in light of privatization efforts.69 Laurie Cumbo has advocated in her position in NYC
for the rights of workers for decent pay and shift hours.70

Thomas J Grech
Thomas J Grech is the President and Chief Executive Officer of the Queen
Chamber of Commerce. The organization aims to look out for the businesses of
queens and help the interconnectedness of businesses in queens.71 They strive for
economic growth in the area of queens as well. Through their committees, they
help the small business of queens find connections within the community.72

Carlo Mechaca
Carlos Menchaca is a NYC Council representative.73 He represents the 38th
district of NYC in Brooklyn. He has supported public housing tenants rights
bills, like legislation that would give tenants information about hazards within
the tenants.74 Amazon attempted to make developments in his district, and he
voted no to the development and expressed strong opposition to the bill.75

Vanessa L. Gibson
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Vanessa L Gibson is an NYC Council representative for the 16th district of NYC in the West Bronx.76
She has supported legislation which would help tenants, giving them information about hazards and
serves on the committee on public housing. Vanessa L Gibson has supported small businesses, by
bringing free services to them like legal aid and business education.77

Phillip Ruiz
Phillip Ruiz is an employee at the amazon JFK 8 warehouse in Staten Island. He has brought
light to Amazon’s inconsistency in their worker policy. In his opinion, the conditions in
amazon warehouses, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, have not been protecting the
rights of workers. As a working class New Yorker, he stands for workers rights in the Amazon
company.78

Alexandria Ocasio Cortes
Alexandria Ocasio Cortes is a representative in the House of Representative. She
represents the Bronx, Queens and Rikers Island on a federal level. She has been
outspokenly against the Amazon deal because of Amazon’s treatment of their
workers79. In legislation she has taken a large part in, the green new deal, she
includes statues for national public housing, showing her interest in expanding
the public housing system. 80
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James Frederick is the Acting Assistant Secretary of Labor for Occupational Safety and Health In the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration.81 This organization looks out for workers rights on a
larger basis. They have been protecting workers rights during the time of the pandemic, in regards to
PPE and safety protocol in companies. Frederick has also stood for unionizing, which Amazon has
tense relationships with. 82

Antonio Hasbun//Chair of PA'LANTE Harlem
Antonion Hasbun is a Chair of PA/LANTE Harlem, a non profit dedicated to
tenant rights.83 By education, organization and empowerment they seek to help
the low income community of NYC Stay in their homes.84 They have fought for
repairs in people’s apartments, now citing 12,649 apartments having better
conditioning due to PA’LANTEs work. They have also achieved rent reductions
for 1046 households in NYC.85

Eric A Ulrich
Eric A Ulrich is a member of the NYC Council. He represents the 32nd district, a
district in queens. He is a part of the Repulican party of the NYC Council. He was
a supporter of the Amazon deal, citing new job creation as the reason for his
support. He has worked to create funds and resources for those who lost private
housing in Hurricane Sandy. He has also advocated for the use of 388 hudson to
create affordable housing sites.
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Joseph C Borelli
Joseph C Borelli is a Republican member of the NYC Council, representing the
51st district of the council in Staten Island.87 Joseph Borelli supported Amazon's
deal in NYC, for employment growth. He has also served on the committee for
Housing of the NYC Council.

Luzdary Giraldo
Luzdary Giraldo is a Safety and Health Specialist with NYCOSH.88 She
educates workers on their rights and possible breaches of rights by the
conditions of their work. She concentrates her work in the Latino Immigrant
community. NYCOSH looks to improve and maintain healthy communities
through the improvement of conditions in workspaces. In 2018-2019 they
claimed almost 1.8 million dollars in wages and educated almost 11 thousand
workers. 89

Gregory Russ
Gregory Russ is the chair and chief executive officer of NYCHA since August of
2019.90 He has served in public housing in various cities, like Detroit, Philadelphia,
and Chicago. He has led the Blueprint for Change, which plans to help tenants and
make NYCHA stronger.91 He is also part of the Chelsea-Fulton Working Group,
which aims to aid Chelsea public housing units. This provides a platform for
communication among tenants, representatives, and the housing authority.
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